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Introdution

� Timetabling (de�nitions)

{ Wren (1996):

"Timetabling is the problem of plaing ertain

resoures, subjet to onstraints, into a lim-

ited number of time slots and plaes with the

aim being to satisfy a set of stated objetives

to the highest possible extent".

{ Burke-Petrovi (2004):

"Timetabling an be onsidered to be a ertain

type of sheduling problem".

� Timetabling problems arise in a wide variety of do-

mains

{ Employee timetabling:

Healthare institutions (nurse and surgeon ros-

tering), transport (train and bus timetabling,

trains and planes rew sheduling), all enters.

{ Shool timetabling:

High shool timetabling, University timetabling

(ourses and exams).

{ Sport timetabling:

round robin tournaments.
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Literature

� "The Pratie and Theory of Automated Timetabling

I-II-III-IV-V: Seleted Papers from the PATATCon-

ferenes (International Conferene on the Pratie

and Theory of Automated Timetabling)", Springer

LNCS Series 1996 - 1998 - 2001 - 2003 - 2005 (forth-

oming).

� Speial issue of CAOR "Operations researh in sport",

forthoming (partially available on Siene Diret -

artiles in press).

� Speial Issue of AOR on "Sta� Sheduling and Ros-

tering: Theory and Appliations", Parts I and II,

Volumes 127-128, 2004 (with a omprehensive an-

notated bibliography reviewing over 700 papers!).

� Feature issue of EJOR on "Timetabling and Ros-

tering" Volume 153, Issue 1, 2004.

� "Handbook of Sheduling: Algorithms, Models, and

Performane Analysis", CRC Press, 2004.

Chapter 44 (Nurse rostering), hapter 45 (Univer-

sity timetabling), hapter 52 (sports sheduling).

� ...
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Conferenes, Working groups,

bulletins

� PATATConferene (International Conferene on the

Pratie and Theory of Automated Timetabling) -

bi-annual every even year.

�WATT: the EURO Working Group on Automated

Timetabling ("formed to disuss, promote, and

perform researh into automated timetabling is-

sues and methods").

Organizes WATT workshops at EURO-Conferenes

typially every odd year.

See website http://grumpy.s.nott.a.uk/ASAP/watt/.

� Bulletin: WATT digest (�rst issue deember 1996)

produed approximately at quarterly intervals from

spring 2003.
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Approahes

� Mathematial programming

{ ILP modeling and deomposition.

{ Spei� CO tehniques (e.g. set overing / set

partitioning models plus olumn generation ap-

proahes).

� Metaheuristis

{ All sorts of neighborhood searh approahes.

{ However: often no natural neighborhoods avail-

able.

� Constraint programming

{ Mostly applied to sports timetabling.

{ Best results (as usual) when there is "no" obje-

tive funtion (just searh of a feasible solution).

{ ...
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Employee timetabling

� Mostly problem oriented approahes.

� A reent suessful appliation: train sheduling

and rostering of the italian railways (Caprara et al.

1997-2001) with the solution method lassi�ed (in

the annotated bibliography) as a mixture of "In-

teger programming, Lagrangian relaxation, Set

overing, onstrutive heuristi".

� No general purpose strong strutural properties (e.g.,

distint nurse rostering appliations require in some

ases and do not imply in some other ases weekly

patterns).

� Correspondingly no strong theoretial results stritly

related to employee timetabling.
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Shool timetabling

� Muh more strutured problems.

� Still quite a di�erene between University and High

Shool Timetabling.

{ University timetabling:

needs to math ourses, halls and leturers but

it is not subjet to hard "temporal onstraints".

{ High Shool Timetabling:

needs to math just ourses to leturers but it

is subjet to hard "temporal onstraints" (no

"holes" in the timetable).

� Most appliations are typially based on ILP mod-

eling and deomposition.

� No strong theoretial results.

� Possibly room for neighborhood searh approahes

based on exponential size neighborhoods explored

in polynomial time (the so-alled VLS neighbor-

hood appraohes)
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Sports timetabling

� The most strutured problems of the triplet.

� Round robin tournaments (RRT): both single (SRRT)

and double mirrored (DMRRT).

� Strong links with graph theory: an SRRT with an

even number k of teams orresponds to the one-

fatorization of a omplete graph with k verties.

� Strong links with latin squares: a k X k symmetri

latin square with the restrition that the elements

down the priniple diagonal are all idential gener-

ates an SRRT with an even number k of teams.

� omputing an SRRT is easy: the so-alled irle-

design method.

k=2 + 2

k � 1

k

k=2 + 1

3

2

1

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Home/away patterns notation

(example on a 8-Team Tournament)

Pattern: string of symbolsHA indiating the sequene

of Home (H) and Away (A) mathes of a team in

the tournament

H A A H A H A

Break: two onseutive mathes played home or away

H A A H A H A

Pattern Set: A set of patterns having ardinality equal

to the # of teams in the tournament

1: H A A H A H A

2: A H H A H A H

3: H A H A H A H

4: A H A H A H A

5: H A H H A H A

6: A H A A H A H

7: H A H A A H A

8: A H A H H A H
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Round robin tournaments with

home-away patterns requirements

� Computing an SRRT or a DMRRT minimizing the

number of breaks is easy.

�With an even number of teams, there are at least

n� 2 breaks for SRRT and 3n� 6 breaks for DM-

RRT.

� Starting from the irle-design solution, it is always

possible to assign home and away mathes with ex-

atly n� 2 breaks for SRRT and 3n� 6 breaks for

DMRRT.

� However omputing RRTs minimizing the number

of breaks plus various other pratial onstraints is

hard.
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APPLICATIONS

� Sheduling the Italian Football League: an

ILP based approah.

� A greedy-based neighborhood searh ap-

proah to a nurse rostering problem.
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Italian Football League problem

harateristis

The Italian Football League tournament alendar presents

the following harateristis

� Round Robin Tournament

� Home/Away mathes

� Seeded Teams / Teams loated in the same town

(Derbies)

� First and Last  = 3 weeks of the tournament with-

out mathes between Seeded Teams or Derbies

� TV overage of the mathes by two onurrent able

TVs

Objetives

� # breaks minimization

� Balaned TV overage

� Handling a prede�ned # Seeded Teams
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Solution approah

� Literature: Solution proedures typially based on

a 3-phase approah

(ref. work - TN98 - on the ACC basketball Confer-

ene with 9 teams)

1. Generation of all pattern sets

2. Generation of all possible alendars with the above

pattern sets

3. Exhaustive generation of feasible [patterns / team℄

assignments

�We tested two approahes:

1. mathing pattern sets to prede�ned alendars

2. apply the 3-phase approah to the onsidered

problem

� and obtained the following results

1. it is hard to get feasible shedules

2. it is a viable approah provided that appropriate

adjustment are devised
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3-phase approah

1. Need to handle the ombinatorial explosion of pat-

tern sets and alendars in phase 1 (and 2)

� iteratively generates a limited (but suÆient) #

of feasible pattern sets by exluding solutions

that are too similar (phase 1).

� searh for one alendar for eah feasible pattern

set (phase 2)

2. Cannot generate all possible assignments of reals

teams to pattern sets (phase 3)

� �nal assignment by means of an ILP-based ap-

proah.

3. Indeed all phases an be suessfully handled via

ILP models optimally solved by ommerial soft-

wares.
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3-phase approah

Given all feasible patterns (no more than 4 breaks are

allowed), the method iteratively proeeds as follows:

1. Determine a balaned pattern set with respet to

TV overage minimizing # of breaks and present-

ing a suÆient # of omplementary patterns (teams

loated in the same town).

2. Chek if a feasible timetable an be obtained from

the onsidered pattern set.

3. Assign the real teams to the timetable patterns so

that the onstraints on derbies and seeded teams

are satis�ed. Further spei� onstraints on the real

teams an be handled in this phase.

By generating di�erent feasible pattern sets, it is pos-

sible to obtain di�erent �nal alendars.
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First phase: ILP model

� Cost funtion: # of breaks minimization

� Constraints:

1. # of Home mathes assigned to eah TV (TV

overage)

2. # of patterns assigned to eah TV

3. Complementary patterns handling

4. Eah pattern an be seleted just one

� To get further di�erent patterns, it is suÆient to

add a onstraint forbidding in the next solution to

have more than 50% of the patterns seleted in the

urrent solution.

�With 18 teams, there are � 200 0=1 variables and

� 500 onstraints.
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Seond phase: ILP model

� No (hene, �tituous) ost funtion

� Constraints:

1. for eah week and Home (Away) pattern, selet

exatly one Away (Home) opponent pattern

2. if pattern j is the opponent of pattern i on week

t, then pattern i is the opponent of pattern j on

week t

3. eah pair of patterns i; j is seleted for just one

week

4. eah team (pattern) plays just one math eah

week

�With 18 teams there are � 5000 0=1 variables and

� 10000 onstraints
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Third phase: ILP model

� Cost funtion: maximize a general funtion related

to additional requirements of the teams

� Constraints:

1. eah pattern is mathed to exatly one team

2. eah team is mathed to exatly one pattern

3. mathes between seeded teams annot our in

the �rst and last  mathes

4. derbies annot our in the �rst and last  mathes

5. teams of the same town require omplementary

patterns

�With 18 teams there are � 200 0=1 variables and

� 200 onstraints.
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A small illustrative example

� Six teams A;B;C;D;E; F are onsidered with

A;B;C;D belonging to TV 1 and E;F belonging

to TV 2.

� There are two seeded teams A;E and two teams

loated in the same town A;B.

� The mathes A vs E and A vs B annot our in

weeks 1 and 5 (�rst and last week of the tourna-

ment).

Below are all the patterns onsidered in phase 1 with

their orresponding oeÆient in the ost funtion.

INDEX PATTERN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

COEFFICIENT

P

1

AHAHA 0

P

2

AHHAH 3

P

3

AHAAH 3

P

4

HAHAH 0

P

5

HAAHA 3

P

6

HAHHA 3

P

7

AAHAA 4

P

8

AAHHA 4

P

9

AHHAA 4

P

10

HHAHH 4

P

11

HHAAH 4

P

12

HAAHH 4
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A small illustrative example

� The �rst ILP model has 24 binary variables x

ik

where x

ik

is equal to 1 if pattern P

i

is assigned to

TV k.

� The bound 3n� 6 on the number of breaks is equal

to 12.

� The �rst pattern set has [P

2

; P

3

; P

5

; P

6

℄ assigned

to TV 1 and [P

1

; P

4

℄ assigned to TV 2 with ost

funtion value = 12.

�With this pattern set, phase 2 outputs the feasible

alendar depited below (the �rst pattern indiated

in eah olumn plays home)

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5

P

4

-P

2

P

1

-P

6

P

2

-P

3

P

1

-P

2

P

2

-P

6

P

5

-P

1

P

2

-P

5

P

4

-P

1

P

5

-P

3

P

3

-P

1

P

6

-P

3

P

3

-P

4

P

6

-P

5

P

6

-P

4

P

4

-P

5
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A small illustrative example

� Phase 3 mathes patterns and teams as follows

[A� P

3

; B � P

2

; C � P

5

; D � P

6

℄

[E � P

4

; F � P

1

℄

� The �rst generated alendar is

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5

C-F A-E B-A C-A A-F

D-A B-C D-C D-E B-D

E-B F -D E-F F -B E-C

� Exatly two teams belonging to TV 1 (A;B;C;D)

and one team belonging to TV 2 (E;F ) are shed-

uled to play home on eah week.

� Math A � E between seeded teams is sheduled

on week 2.

� Math between teams A;B belonging to the same

town is sheduled on week 3.
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Computational testing

� The proedure was tested on a Pentium IV 1500

with 256 Mb RAM applying LINGO 7:0 as ILP

solver.

� For 18-team instanes, the �rst solution was ahieved

in a ouple of minutes and the �rst �ve solutions in

less than 15 minutes.

� On the average less than 100 pattern sets were ne-

essary to reah the �rst �ve feasible alendars.

�We onsidered the real data of the Serie A for the

years 2001� 2002, 2002� 2003 and 2003� 2004.

� For all ases we have 4 seeded teams on a total of

18 teams (min. # of breaks =48).

Year OÆial alendar Proposed solution (avg)

breaks TV overage breaks TV overage

violations violations

2001/2002 58 14 50 0

2002/2003 58 4 49.6 0

2003/2004 60 12 50.8 0
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The oÆial 2003/2004 alendar of

the Italian Serie A

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

ANC-MIL CHI-JUV ANC-MOD CHI-PER ANC-UDI ANC-JUV

BOL-PAR EMP-REG BOL-UDI EMP-LAZ EMP-MOD BOL-PER

BRE-CHI LEC-ANC BRE-REG MIL-LEC INT-MIL BRE-INT

INT-MOD MIL-BOL INT-SAM MOD-BOL JUV-BOL CHI-SAM

JUV-EMP MOD-UDI JUV-ROM PAR-SIE LAZ-CHI MIL-LAZ

LAZ-LEC PAR-PER LAZ-PAR REG-JUV LEC-BRE MOD-LEC

PER-SIE ROM-BRE LEC-CHI ROM-ANC PAR-SAM REG-SIE

REG-SAM SAM-LAZ PER-MIL SAM-BRE PER-REG ROM-PAR

UDI-ROM SIE-INT SIE-EMP UDI-INT SIE-ROM UDI-EMP

WEEK 7 WEEK 8 WEEK 9 WEEK 10 WEEK 11 WEEK 12

EMP-CHI ANC-SIE BRE-BOL ANC-BRE BRE-UDI BOL-ANC

INT-ROM BOL-SAM INT-ANC BOL-ROM JUV-INT CHI-ROM

JUV-BRE BRE-PAR JUV-UDI CHI-MIL MIL-MOD EMP-MIL

LAZ-BOL CHI-INT PAR-MIL EMP-PAR PAR-CHI INT-PER

PAR-MOD LEC-EMP PER-LEC INT-REG PER-EMP LAZ-JUV

PER-UDI MIL-JUV REG-MOD LAZ-PER REG-BOL LEC-PAR

REG-ANC MOD-PER ROM-LAZ LEC-SAM ROM-LEC MOD-BRE

SAM-MIL ROM-REG SAM-EMP MOD-JUV SAM-ANC SAM-SIE

SIE-LEC UDI-LAZ SIE-CHI UDI-SIE SIE-LAZ UDI-REG

WEEK 13 WEEK 14 WEEK 15 WEEK 16 WEEK 17

ANC-LAZ CHI-ANC ANC-PAR CHI-UDI ANC-PER

BOL-INT EMP-ROM BOL-EMP EMP-ANC BOL-CHI

BRE-EMP LAZ-INT BRE-SIE LAZ-BRE BRE-MIL

JUV-PAR LEC-JUV INT-LEC LEC-BOL INT-EMP

MIL-SIE MIL-UDI JUV-PER MIL-REG JUV-SIE

PER-SAM PAR-REG MOD-CHI PAR-INT MOD-LAZ

REG-CHI PER-BRE REG-LAZ PER-ROM REG-LEC

ROM-MOD SAM-MOD ROM-MIL SAM-JUV ROM-SAM

UDI-LEC SIE-BOL UDI-SAM SIE-MOD UDI-PAR
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One of the alendars generated for

the 2003/2004 tournament

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

ANC-MOD BOL-SAM BRE-REG ANC-SAM BRE-LAZ ANC-PAR

CHI-REG BRE-CHI CHI-EMP BOL-UDI CHI-JUV BOL-CHI

MIL-BRE EMP-PAR MIL-BOL EMP-BRE MIL-MOD INT-MIL

PAR-LEC INT-PER PAR-LAZ INT-SIE PAR-INT JUV-BRE

PER-BOL JUV-UDI PER-ANC JUV-PAR PER-SAM LAZ-EMP

ROM-EMP LAZ-ANC ROM-JUV LAZ-CHI REG-EMP LEC-REG

SAM-INT LEC-MIL SAM-MOD LEC-ROM ROM-ANC MOD-SIE

SIE-JUV MOD-ROM SIE-LEC MOD-PER SIE-BOL PER-UDI

UDI-LAZ REG-SIE UDI-INT REG-MIL UDI-LEC SAM-ROM

WEEK 7 WEEK 8 WEEK 9 WEEK 10 WEEK 11 WEEK 12

BRE-BOL ANC-SIE BRE-INT ANC-MIL BOL-ANC ANC-BRE

CHI-SAM BOL-REG CHI-ANC BOL-EMP BRE-SAM INT-JUV

EMP-LEC INT-CHI EMP-MOD INT-REG CHI-PAR MOD-BOL

MIL-JUV JUV-EMP LAZ-LEC JUV-LAZ EMP-PER PAR-REG

PAR-MOD LAZ-MIL MIL-PER LEC-CHI LAZ-INT PER-LEC

REG-LAZ LEC-BRE PAR-BOL MOD-BRE LEC-JUV ROM-LAZ

ROM-INT MOD-UDI REG-JUV PER-PAR MIL-ROM SAM-MIL

SIE-PER PER-ROM SIE-ROM ROM-UDI REG-MOD SIE-CHI

UDI-ANC SAM-PAR UDI-SAM SAM-SIE SIE-UDI UDI-EMP

WEEK 13 WEEK 14 WEEK 15 WEEK 16 WEEK 17

BOL-INT ANC-JUV BRE-PER ANC-EMP BRE-UDI

BRE-ROM INT-EMP CHI-MOD BOL-LAZ CHI-ROM

CHI-PER MOD-LEC EMP-SAM MIL-CHI EMP-MIL

EMP-SIE PAR-BRE JUV-BOL MOD-INT INT-ANC

JUV-SAM PER-REG LAZ-SIE PER-JUV JUV-MOD

LAZ-MOD ROM-BOL LEC-INT ROM-REG LAZ-PER

LEC-ANC SAM-LAZ MIL-UDI SAM-LEC LEC-BOL

MIL-PAR SIE-MIL PAR-ROM SIE-BRE PAR-SIE

REG-UDI UDI-CHI REG-ANC UDI-PAR REG-SAM
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Nurse rostering problem

harateristis

� Planning nurses' monthly shifts

� Every day a shift or a day-o� must be assigned to

eah nurse

� Three shifts a day: morning, afternoon and night

shifts

� Various types of requirements:

{ Contratual requirements

{ Operational requirements

{ Other requirements
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Contratual requirements

C1) The number of days-o� per month must be equal to

a prede�ned value, provided by the ward diretion;

C2) The holidays hosen by the nurses are ompulsory;

C3) a nurse annot work for more than a prede�ned

value of onseutive days;

C4) night shifts must be alloated in sets of minimum/

maximum onseutive days;

C5) after a set of night shifts, a nurse must have at least

a prede�ned number of days-o�;

C6) after a set of night shifts, a nurse annot be assigned

again to a night shift before at least a prede�ned

number of days.
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Operational requirements

O1) In eah shift, a minimum number of nurses must

be guaranteed. This value number may di�er from

shift to shift and from day to day;

O2) working shifts must be evenly assigned;

O3) working shifts and day-o� in the week-end should

be evenly alloated;

O4) afternoon shift/morning shift sequenes must be avoided;

O5) nurses' requirements must be satis�ed as muh as

possible.

Other requirements

� It is reommended to assign a set of morning shifts

before the �rst day of a period of holidays and a set

of night shifts after a period of holidays;

� it is reommended to assign two days-o� when the

maximum number of onseutive working days has

been reahed;

� it is reommended not to assign a night shift before

a requested day-o�.
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Modelling the problem

Contratual and operational requirements are partially

in onit =) only a part of them are onsidered as

problem onstraints:

� ontratual requests C2-C6 beome onstraints of

the model;

� ontratual request C1 and all the operational re-

quests beome objetives;

� goals:

{ to guarantee that the number of days-o� is equal

to a �xed value;

{ to minimize overing violations requirements and

sequenes afternoon shift/morning shift;

{ to assign evenly shifts and day-o�s;

{ to meet nurses' other requirements as muh as

possible.
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Objetive funtion

min z = � � A + � �B +  � C + Æ �D + " � E

�� � �  � Æ � �

� A is the di�erene between the total amount of

days-o� prede�ned by the ward diretion and the

orresponding amount of days-o� assigned by the

algorithm;

� B is the total number of overing violations on night

shifts;

� C is the total number of multiple overing violations

on daily shifts;

� D is the total number of single overing violations

on daily shifts;

� E is a linear ombination of di�erent fators

(number of afternoon shift/morning shift sequenes,

even assignment of shifts, respet of nurses' require-

ments).
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Neighborhood searh solution

approah

� Initial solution

{ greedy algorithm

� Neighborhood searh (TS/ILS)

{ solution representation

{ neighborhood
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Initial solution

1. Holidays and requested days-o� assignment

2. Night shifts assignment

3. Morning and afternoon shifts assignment

) For every day and for eah type of shift the best

andidate to work in that shift is seleted aording

to the inreasing number of shifts of that type already

assigned to that andidate.
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Neighborhood searh

� Solution representation

{ A omplete solution de�nes for eah day of the

month a shift for eah nurse;

{ moves whih operate on every kind of shifts an

easily lead to unfeasible solutions;

{ we operate on partial solutions represented by

holidays, days-o� requested by nurses, night shifts

and days-o� linked to the night shifts;

{ a partial neighbor solution is then ompleted by

means of the greedy algorithm.

� Neighborhood

I. A new set of night shifts is moved from a nurse

to another;

II. the �rst night of a set is moved from one nurse

to another;

III. the last night of a set is moved from one nurse

to another;

IV. one night shift is added to a nurse as �rst or last

night shift of a set.
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Diversi�ation - Multistart

In order to obtain good initial solutions, we embed the

greedy algorithm in three multistart proedures:

� the �rst multistart proedure tries to ful�l the re-

quested night overage in as many days as possible;

� the seond multistart proedure tries to �nd a so-

lution in whih every nurse has the orret number

of days-o� by modifying the number of night shifts

assigned to eah nurse;

� the third multistart proedure tries to �nd a solu-

tion with a better objetive funtion by varying the

priorities aording to whom the best andidate for

eah shift is hosen.
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Computational testing

� The proedure was tested on several real life in-

stanes with � 20 nurses on a Pentium IV 2 GHz:

{ on eah instane, the greedy solution already im-

proves upon the one proposed by the ward dire-

tion;

{ the greedy solution is onsiderably improved by

the neighborhood searh approah;

{ the overall proedure reahes in general the opti-

mal values of fators A,B,C and D (by omparing

the results obtained with trivially omputable

lower bounds).

{ CPU time stritly limited: less than 6 minutes

for the overall proedure.

� The proedure was tested also on randomly gen-

erated instanes with di�erent problem sizes: the

CPU time (single start) remains limited also for

medium-large size problems (less than 5 hours on

the average with 60 nurses).

� the proposed software is urrently used in the hos-

pital ward.
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